I. Introduction
Artificial Intelligence [1] and learning systems [2] , has given rise to many new and rapidly expanding domains, of which the most promising are Mutating algorithms. The idea of an auto mutating [3] cryptosystem hence forth termed as "AMCS", as proposed is implemented using the results of DIGgER [9] , Pythocrypt [11] , MACCS [10] and 3-d Pythocrypt [12] . The systems designed in each paper contribute to the final solution that is presented in this paper. The frame work should be able to learn over time [4] , the parameters that define a user's behavior and use the knowledge to build a profile for each user. With the aid of this profile, the system will then be able to validate the legitimacy of the user. In case of an attempt to hack, the system has to choose from a set of cryptosystems available based on certain rules to avoid redundancy and successively encrypt the data to fend off the threat. This is achieved using a non-linear learning system DIGgER [9] .
II. Algorithm
The system proposed is described in this section as an abstract level algorithm.  Start on OS start up as Kernel script (Non accessible for users once installed, request restart)  On start ask for registration with Communication systems (mobile phone number or/and email id)  Run dialog for files to be encrypted (run Encrypt subroutine)  On encryption ask for password  If entered password= any previous password by more than 50%, ask to enter a new password  Confirm password  Lock cipher text and key file with password  Provide CHAP [5] 
Subroutines
Encrypt subroutine  Select file-id (browse or enter path or pick file from Secure_data subroutine  Read the list of encryption systems available(Get number N)  Generate a random number from 1 to N, n  Select encryption system using n  If Selected Cryptosystem is already present in the list of used Encryption systems And it is already altered and used  Generate another number and use the method at that number  Else  Pick one of these  a different Key with the same algorithm or  change the length of the plain text block and corresponding key or 
III. Implementation
The algorithm is implemented using the systems developed in the previous papers. Each system developed in those papers becomes a module for AMCS.
DIGg ER module
This module runs DIGgER [9] algorithm on data generated by user login/decrypt attempts. The data set includes login time(s), keystroke rate(/s), file search time(s), key search time(s) and percentage error in password. Using these parameters, the module builds a profile for the user over time [7] . The profile is used to compute DIGgER coefficient [12] as shown in Table 1 . Higher value of this parameter indicates that a user is likely to be malicious.
Search module
Search module uses MACCS [10] to obtain key files based on user's choice for encrypt / decrypt module. It uses Horspool algorithm [8] to eliminate repetitions of key files and algorithms. When a user wishes to encrypt some file, this module searches a random file or generates a random number to act as the key for the selected cryptosystem. The context parameter of MACCS [10] eliminates redundancy.
Encrypt/Decrypt Module
This is the data security module of AMCS. Here a multitude of algorithms can be implemented. For this research work, four algorithms including "3-d Pythocrypt" [12] are implemented. It runs on user's direction as well as autonomously in case of an attack.
Mutation
By using this module, the system can change its behavior and form to adapt itself to changing conditions which is the core of AMCS. Here a fuzzy limit set on the DIGgER coefficient (Table 1) is the triggering mechanism for mutation. Mutation occurs once it is found that the coefficient is high. The changing parameters are: Block length or/and Key value/file or/and Algorithm. Each change is logged and learnt by the system for developing knowledge of the attacks. The coefficient is plotted against attempts in Fig. 1 . The mutation of the algorithm is mostly autonomous. Although the parameters that can be changed are hardcoded in the current system, the choice of selecting them is left to the system and also the mutation chosen for them is decided by AMCS. 
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Complexity
Each attempt of a hacker to decrypt a file on AMCS resulting in failure, a report is sent to the user after encrypting the encrypted file again. This successive encryption increases the complexity of cryptanalysis exponentially. This feature is clearly shown in Table 3 . Even though for the purpose of this research brute force method is considered as cryptanalysis mode, any method used would fail with successive encryptions. Even an attempt to copy would trigger this mutation. This nature of AMCS provides enhanced security to block data in the best way possible.
IV. Analysis
The system is tested for its feature to increase the difficulty of cryptanalysis. Human login/decrypt attempts are recorded and each time the difficulty is measured using brute force method [6] . The results are shown in Table 3 . It can be clearly seen that immediately after 2 attempts, the cryptanalysis time surpasses basic computational limits. Also the same set is run with a script to attempt copying/cryptanalysing the files encrypted by AMCS. The login attempts themselves are foiled by AMCS due to the high keystroke rate. A sample of the parameters generated is shown in Table 2 . It is in sharp contrast to Table 1 as the keystroke rate and percentage error parameters are very high. They contribute to a high value of DIGgER coefficient. The script is written to check strings for correctness with bitwise EX-OR. This enables the script to select correct letters from the trials strings and their position in the password. Even though successive attempts decrease the error, the time required to cryptanalyse increases exponentially making it infeasible to obtain the plain text file. 
V. Conclusion
From the analysis of the results it can be concluded that the Autonomous nature of AMCS is a prime contributor to the enhanced security provided to information. Since the user gets the information via varied channels, the probability of a hacker getting all of the same becomes physically infeasible. Whereas the feature to have multiple cryptosystems as options implies that any attempt to cryptanalyze fails. Every failing attempt only increases the complexity and time required to cryptanalyze the data. Thus AMCS is more powerful, if not final solution to the ever increasing security threats to information security.
